I. INTRODUCTION
A set of fluid equations for density (n), temperature (T ), and flow velocity (V) require closure relations for heat flux density (h), friction force density (R), and viscous pressure tensor (π). For electron-ion plasmas in a magnetic field, a complete set of closures has been obtained for high collisionality [1, 2] . In a magnetized plasma, parallel closures for moderate-and low-collisionality plasma are studied with approximate collision operators in Refs. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Accurate collision operators [8, 9] are adopted in the general moment approach [8, 9] . In general, the parallel closures are expressed by kernel-weighted integrals. The kernels obtained from the moment method appear in a series of exponential functions and are valid up to moderately low collisionality depending on the number of moments. Closures in the collisionless limit have been studied in Refs. [3, [10] [11] [12] .
From the moment kernels and collisionless kernels, simple fitted kernels for arbitrary collisionality are obtained for Z = 1 in Ref. [13] . For completeness and application to various ion charge numbers [14] [15] [16] , we extend the Z = 1 work to 1 < Z ≤ 10. The fitted kernels are specified by seven parameters and the parameters have many local minima in the least square fitting. Among them we choose minima where parameters change smoothly in Z. The smoothness enables us to compute kernel parameters and closures for a noninteger effective ion charge number Z eff .
In Sec. II, we review the parallel moment equations and the properties of kernels for the integral closures. In Sec. III, the fitted kernel parameters and accuracy of closures are presented for 1 ≤ Z ≤ 10. In Sec. IV we summarize.
II. PARALLEL MOMENT EQUATIONS AND INTEGRAL CLOSURES
To obtain closures for the Maxwellian (M) moment equations, we decompose a distribution function into the Maxwellian (f M ) and non-Maxwellian parts (f N ), and then solve a reduced (approximate) kinetic equation for f N . For parallel closures, we solve a drift kinetic equation to find a gyro-averaged distribution function (f ),
forf N e in terms off M e , where C eL is the linearized Landau-Fokker-Planck operator with respect to f M a=e,i for an electron distribution function F ,
When solving Eq. (1) for closures, we must remove the fluid moment equations to be closed [12] .
In the total-velocity moment expansion, the distribution functions are
with
Here 
and
The gyro-averaged distribution function,f = (2π)
dγf where γ is the gyro-angle, can be written asf
whereσ l = 1/(2l + 1), ξ = v /v, and P l is a Legendre polynomial. It has been shown [17] that the gyroaverage of the linearized operators of distribution functions, Eqs. (7) and (8) , are the same as the linearized operators of the gyroaveraged distribution functions, i.e.,
To obtain the (j, p) moment equation, we multiplyP jp to Eq. (1) and integrate over velocity
where λ C = v T τ ee and τ ee is the electron-electron collision time. The electron collision matrix can be computed from
and formulae for A jpk ab and B jpk ab are presented in Refs. [17, 18] . For electrons, the nonvanishing thermodynamic drives g A are
where
The parallel closures are related to the general moments by
When solving Eq. (15), we truncate the system with j, l = 0, 1, · · · L − 1 and
to have a system of N = LK moment equations. Enumerating the moment indices (l, k) as a
we rewrite Eq. (15) as
Here the arclength ℓ along a magnetic field line is normalized by the collision length, dη = dℓ/λ C .
The linear system (30) with constant matrices Ψ and C can be solved by computing the eigensystem of Ψ −1 C (see Refs. [8] and [9] for details):
where the eigenvalues k D appear in positive and negative pairs. The particular solution driven by thermodynamic drives is
where the kernel functions are defined by
with coefficients
For closure moments, we define 
and corresponding K AD by Eq. (33). Noting that
where −B denotes the moment index corresponding to −k B , we notice that the kernel functions are even or odd functions:
Using the definition of K AD and Eqs. (22)- (29), we can write the parallel closures as
The closure calculation from a truncated moment system involves truncation errors which depend on the collisionality. The inverse collisionality is often measured by the Knudsen number
Since the sinusoidal drives have a constant k, we use them to investigate the truncation errors and convergent behavior of the closures while increasing the number of moments N.
Furthermore, in many practical applications, general drives can be expressed by Fourier series in a periodic system or its continuum version, Fourier transform, in a non-periodic system.
For sinusoidal drives, T = T 0 + T 1 sin ϕ, V = V 0 + V 1 sin ϕ, and V ei = V ei cos ϕ, where ϕ = 2πℓ/λ + ϕ 0 = kη + ϕ 0 and k = 2πλ C /λ, assuming that n and v T ≈ 2T 0 /m are constant and ∇ · V ⊥ ≈ 0, the linearized closures become
The dimensionless closures are defined byĥ
which are derived from Eq. (33), Eq. (36), and
III. FITTED KERNEL FUNCTIONS FOR INTEGRAL CLOSURES
The kernel functions obtained from N moment equations, Eq. (33), (i) consist of N/2 terms of exponential functions, and (ii) are inaccurate for η η c where η c decreases as N increases (e.g. η c ∼ 0.01 for N = 6400). The inaccuracy for small η introduces an error in the closure calculation for large wave number k k c . For example, in the case of the parallel heat flow with Z = 1 (see Fig. 2 of Ref. [13] ), the N = 100 result deviates less than 1% from the N = 400 result for k 5. This means that the N = 400 result is accurate within much less than 1% error for k 5.
Similarly, the N = 400 result agrees with the N = 1600 result for k 20 and the N = 1600 result agrees with the N = 6400 result for k 80. As a conservative estimate, k c ∼ 80 and the N = 6400 heat flow closure is practically exact for k k c . This convergence scheme can be used to estimate how many parallel moments are needed for a given k value. To be accurate within 1% error, N = 100 is required for k ∼ 5, N = 400 for k ∼ 20, N = 1600 for k ∼ 80, and so on. Note that the N = 6400 kernels consist of 3200 terms and are accurate only for k 80. Therefore, it is desirable to obtain simple fitted functions that accurately represent the moment-solution kernels for η η c , and the collisionless kernels for η η c . We obtained the fitted kernels for Z = 1 in Ref. [13] and extend to Z = 2, 3, · · · , 10 in this work.
In the collisional limit, the parallel closures for arbitrary Z are [19] 
In the collisionless limit, the closures are determined from the asymptotic behavior of the kernels
where γ h and γ π are constants [12] . For the friction related kernels K hR , K RR , and K Rπ , extrapolating the 6400 moment solution with the constraint Eq. (46) will be accurate enough since the corresponding closures vanish as τ → ∞ (k → ∞, in the collisionless limit).
All kernel functions are fitted to a single function with the same form of Z = 1 kernels adopted,
The parameters a, b, c, d, α, β, and γ are listed in Table I .
In computing the fitted kernel parameters there are many least-squares local minima which accurately represent the convergent kernels (η 0.01). We use sinusoidal drives to assess the accuracy of fitted kernels. The closures computed from fitted kernels are compared with 6400 moment closures in the convergent regime (k 80). Note that the fitted parameters automatically satisfy kernels for η 0.01 forced by Eqs. (49)- (51) and therefore closures for K hh , K hπ , and K ππ are accurate in the collisionless limit. For friction related kernels K hR , K Rπ , and K RR , the closures are ignorable in the collisionless (no friction) limit. In the interest of including noninteger effective ion charge numbers, we choose sets of leastsqures fitting parameters that change smoothly in Z. Although some parameters for Z = 1 in this work are different from the ones in Ref. [13] , they provide similar accuracy for closure calculations. For a noninteger ion-charge number Z eff , Z < Z eff < Z + 1, a simple linear interpolation of parameters A = a, b, c, d, β, γ
results in accurate results. We note that using the constraints (49)- (51) instead of interpolating all parameters results in higher accuracy. We obtain a from other interpolated parameters for K hh and
and α for K hπ
The maximum deviations from the closures in the convergent regime (k 80) are shown for integers and half-integers in Table II . The maximum deviations usually occur at k where the closure values are close to zero. For a noninteger Z < Z eff < Z + 1, the error is less than the maximum of errors at Z, Z + 1/2, and Z + 1. The maximum errors are less than 5% at the worst case for any arbitrary 1 ≤ Z ≤ 10. Fig. 1 shows typical behavior of closures due to sinusoidal drives for various Z. In the collisional (k ≪ 1) limit, the closures approach the corresponding high-collisionality values for each Z [19] . In the collisionless (k → ∞) limit, the closures approach Z-independent collisionlesslimit values [12] . Although the maximum errors are verified to be less than 5% for k 80, the errors may be larger than 5% for k 80. Since the exact values are unknown in this regime (the 6400 moment closures do not converge) we can only estimate the accuracy of closures from the shape of curves. In this regime, the change of closure valuesĥ h for Z = 10 and hπ (π h ) for Z = 5, 10 seems slightly eccentric. Nevertheless, the errors are expected to be not much greater than 5%, since the closure values eventually approach the theoretical values in the collisionless limit. 
IV. SUMMARY
In obtaining simple fitted kernels for electron parallel closures, we extended the Z = 1 calculation to Z = 2, · · · 10. Since parameters change smoothly in Z, linear interpolation of parameters at Z and Z + 1 yields the parameter for noninteger Z < Z eff < Z + 1 with the same order of accuracy in computing closures.
The same method can be applied to ion parallel closures. As shown in Refs. [9, 20] , inclusion of the ion-electron collision operator is necessary. The ion-electron operator introduces two independent parameters, the mass ratio combined with the ion charge number and the temperature ratio. Fitted kernels for ion parallel closures will appear in future work.
